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Indian Handwritten Script Identification System
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Abstract: The work proposal addresses to introduce a
methodology for Indian unconstrained handwritten script
identification by practicing distinct features and classifiers. By
utilizing classifiers like RF, SVM, k-NN, and LDA for Indian
script identification using statistical, geometric, and structural
features. To preserve all the information present on handwritten
documents such as historical, medieval, inscription, financial
administration, public records, government archives, letters, land
councils, various agreements, etc. in digitalize form needs textual
document processing system (e.g. OCR). To build a precise and
productive multi-script/language textual document processing
system must have script identification. For this study use, total
1288 (line wise) samples of ten scripts use in India are collected
from different persons of different gender, age, education and
region (rural or urban). After successful training and testing,
81.8% and 0.252 accuracies and the OOB error rate are achieved
by Random Forest respectively. And 77.8%, 73.5%, and 65.5%
accuracy is achieved in SVM, k-NN and LDA classifiers
respectively.
Index Terms: Handwritten script identification, SVM, k-NN,
LDA, Random Forest Tree Ensembles (RF).

(i.e. English) is commonly preferred. Script identification can
be done by segmenting the document by page-wise,
paragraph wise, line-wise, word-wise or character-wise. This
depends on script nature and structure of writing.
To retrieve information from any documents e.g. ancient,
medieval, epigraphs, palm leaf manuscript, and even
unregulated document formats written in multi-scripts/
languages requires an optical character recognition system
(OCR). This multi-scripts OCR system is strongly script
dependent [2]. Government of India started to digitize all the
documents of government offices. Most of these documents
are handwritten documents in various languages/scripts such
as 7/12 extract, financial administration, public records,
government archives, letters, land councils, various
agreements, etc. So the government required a system that
can mechanically detect the script/language and preserve all
information present on these documents. To create such
real-world application requires very high accuracy for script
identification system. There are various problem and
challenges in handwritten scripts such as the similar structure
of scripts and unconstrained handwriting.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of pattern recognition and machine analysis,
handwritten document analysis plays an important role. A
handwritten document may contain one or more scripts.
While documents analysis the script on the document may be
changed from documents to documents. So to develop
accurate and efficient multi-script document processing must
require the script identification.
India is a country of 1.3 billion people having different
culture and different languages. There is variation in
language and communication skills in every 100 Km. So
there are different scripts/language in common and official
use. Out of these, 13 are official scripts and 23 are official
languages are used by 29 states of India. Devanagari is the
most used script in India. Some scripts are similar (e.g.
Malayalam and Tamil/ Kannada and Telugu) in the scene of
writing and communication. Feature-wise i.e. Shirorekha/
Matra/ Headline is common in scripts like Devanagari,
Bangla and Gurumukhi [1]. For official purpose Latin script
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II. RELATED WORK
Judith Hochberg proposed a system, where uses mean,
standard deviation, skew of 5 connected component features
and LDA classifier for six script/language identification.
Researcher specified that document without fragmented
ruling lines and characters give the greater classification
accuracy [3]. In 2003 V. Singhal notify that the unconstrained
nature of writing style, size of word and characters, the
interword and interline spacing will introduce an error and
unreliability in the system. To eliminate researcher introduce
preprocessing and filtering techniques in [4].
In 2004, for postal automation in India, K. Roy proposed a
scheme Indian handwritten script identification using
word-wise segmentation in [5]. Water reservoir based
concept feature is practical for script identification when
words or characters are touching. Reservoir attribute is
applicable to recognize the region of a word where most of
the characters present i.e. busy zone. Due to the existence of
the low small component feature, small word or low grade of
documents cause miss recognition or rebuff by tree classifier.
Anoop M. Namboodiri applies shirorekha strength and
confidence features to identify Devanagari script [6]. G. G.
Rajput and Anita H. B. extracted the feature by transforming
an image from time to frequency (i.e. disparity in luminous or
color across the image) domain in [7]. Information of image
in the time domain is not prominent as compare to frequency
domain information.
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The researcher uses DCT and DWT coefficients as a feature
and k-NN classifier determine the Euclidean distances
between the test feature vector and stored features for eight
script identification. In 2010, Mallikarjun Hangarge is used
morphological filter to extract 13 spatial features (such as
stroke density, pixel density, etc.). Also, pixels of less than 40
are eliminated from image to compute features [8]. Sk Md
Obaidullah presents a set of 41 features that identify the six
Indian scripts with the help of MLP classifier. Circularity is
the most important feature among the mathematical feature
and the fractal-based feature is the predominant feature
among the structure based feature in [9].
In 2014, Rajmohan Pardeshi uses the feature based on
spatial information and multi-resolution in [10], DCT
coefficients of first 10 are preferred and added together to
generate total 20 of features for script identification.
Sub-band coding of DWT, projection of the RT, 46
dimensions of feature vector yields from SFs are used to
compute standard deviation and entropy. Classification issue
(i.e. 2 class problem) is solved using entropy and standard
deviation in printed and handwritten text word.
In 2017, G. G. Rajput and Suryakant Baburao Ummapure
propose a system at word level for script identification using
scale-invariant feature transformation for feature extraction.
STFT is used to avoid rotation and scale effect and to
overcome from row shift effect; row shift invariant packet
remodel is used [11].
In [12] S. Chanda and U. Pal use binary tree classifier
algorithm and set of features i.e. a top reservoir, bottom
reservoir, water flow level, reservoir baseline and height of
reservoirs, head-line feature, vertical stroke distribution
feature, and overlapping of a component feature, etc. for
script identification. This proposed method is independent of
text size and due to robust features is not rely on style and
font of character in a word.

principally work together with general operation i.e.
morphological operation, image binarization, and
normalization. In this process of image pre-processing at
first, we examine the image plans (i.e. RGB-3D numeric
array) and found that an unnecessary image plane affects the
system performance. So to enhance the efficiency of the
system, image planes are converted to single plane i.e.
grayscale by keeping luminance information and removing
the saturation and hue. The grayscale value (GV) is
calculated using the equation given below [13]
GV =0.2989 * R + 0.5870 * G + 0.1140 * B

(1)

Where, GV - Grayscale value,
R - Red component present in the image,
G - Green component present in the image, and
B - Blue component present in the image.
The binarization of an image is used to differentiate
handwritten text or ink (foreground) and the background of
the paper. For that Otsu's method [14] is selected to
determine the threshold value. This method computes the
threshold (e.g. 0.7176 thresholds is computed for fig.1),
which is used to reduce the interclass variance of the white
and black pixel. The function [15] we preferred to select
threshold is passed over any non-zero imaginary part of the
image. Due to handwriting style and use of ink may introduce
certain unnecessary dot, lines, spots i.e. noise such as salt and
pepper noise, marginal noise, and background noise, etc. in
documents are removed during processing of an image. To
enhance image quality binary image is inverted shows in fig.
1.

III. EXPERIMENTATION
This work proposed address to utilize RF, SVM, k-NN, and
LDA classifiers for unconstrained handwritten ten Indian
script identification by using statistical, geometric, and
structural feature extraction. In these experiments, we are
using the confusion matrix, ROC, and OOB error in RF as
our evaluation metric to measure the execution of the
technique.
A. Data Generation
To create a dataset for the present work 1288 samples are
collected from different people of different gender, age,
education, profession, and region (rural or urban). Variation
in volunteers is seen in their handwriting style, font, strokes,
and spacing. This will introduce complexity in the script
identification for the system. As human being is also required
deep observation to identify the similar scripts written in
different handwriting. This database includes 10 scripts use
in India for official or general purposes i.e. Bangla,
Devanagari, English, Gujarati, Gurumukhi, Kannada,
Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu, and Urdu. Certain specifications
are kept constant for data generation such as color format, file
format, and the resolution (i.e. 300 dpi). These specifications
are confirmed after evaluating the effect of it on the system.
B. Image Pre-processing
The focus of image pre-processing is to create dataset
compatible with a script identification system. We
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Fig. 1 Image Pre-processing. (a) Original Image.
(b) Binary image. (c) Invert binary image.
(d) Segmented image.
C. Feature Extraction
Features are significant facts about the script images,
which are utilized to train a classifier. It is one of the most
important factors that are preferred to enhance the execution
system. In the case of handwriting, the same writer may write
in a different pattern (i.e. shape and size) of characters
depends on his mood, writing instruments (e.g. pen or
pencil). This will create the difficulty for the system. The
main purpose of feature descriptor is to lower down difficulty
level and make easier for classifiers. The dimensionality of
data affects the performance of the system. Smaller
dimensionalities of the features are useful, especially for
training a classifier in case of a small dataset. Several features
utilized for handwritten script
identification are discussed
below.
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1. Standard Deviation (S)
To measure dissimilarity or to evaluate the amount of
variability or data set dispersion in statistic and image
processing, the standard deviation is used. Standard deviation
(S) is described mathematically [16],
(2)
2. Entropy (E)
The texture of an image is characterized by evaluating
entropy which is a measure of irregularity in an input image
[17].
3. Kurtosis (k)
Kurtosis is computed the outline prone distribution or
probability distribution of shape. This is fourth order moment
and in image processing kurtosis value is a resolution and
noise measurement. Here we use a measurement of resolution
for script recognition and its classification [16].

Euler number of a binary image is computed as the difference
between the total number of objects and the total number of
holes presents in those objects. Other Features such as area,
perimeter, DCT and correlation coefficients are also used for
script identification.
D. Classification
For classification purpose various machine learning
algorithm like, SVM, k-NN, LDA and Random Forest (RF)
are used. The details of each classifier are described as below:
SVM Classifier- Kernel function: Quadratic, Kernel scale:
Automatic, Box constraint level: 1, Multiclass method:
One-vs-One, Standardize data: true.
k-NN Classifier- Number of neighbors: 10, Distance
metric: Euclidean, Distance weight: Squared inverse,
Standardize data: true.
LDA
ClassifierDiscriminant
type:
Linear,
Regularization: covariance.
RF Classifier- Number of trees: 300 'Number of predictors
to sample: Square root of a number of variables.

4. Eccentricity
Eccentricity is preferred to measure the conical section
differs from an actually circular shape. Two similar conical
sections have equal eccentricity value.

(a)

5. Circularity
Circularity is preferred to limit the deviation of circular
elements of a part surface. This feature is to distinguish the
scripts which are written in a circular manner (i.e. Telugu,
Urdu, etc.) and other scripts (i.e. English, Devanagari, etc.)
(3)
6. Rectangularity
Standard measure to evaluate rectangularity of the script
is as follows
(4)
where,
- mean of calculated area of image,
- mean of minor axis length,
- mean of major axis length.
7. Horizontal projection profile (HP)
This feature is useful for line wise script identification.
Here in this study, we evaluate the standard deviation and
max value of the horizontal projection.
8. Vertical projection profile (VP)
This feature is primarily useful for wordwise
segmentation of script for recognition. But here in this study
compute the standard deviation and max value of vertical
projection. And we found these features are predominant
over other features.

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Input and pre-process Gurumukhi script 1.
(b) Input and pre-process Gurumukhi script 2.
Gurumukhi script 1 and 2 from figure 2 is taken as input to
the four classifiers i.e. RF, SVM, k-NN, and LDA. Script 2 is
correctly identified as Gurumukhi script in all classifier, but
script 1 is misclassified in RF and SVM classifier. In the case
of k-NN and LDA classifier is correctly identified as
Gurumukhi script.
In SVM classifier, script 1 in figure 2 is misclassified as
Devanagari script; features which have more impact on this
decision
are
eccentricity,
perimeter,
circularity,
rectangularity, Euler number, aspect ratio, correlation
coefficient, gray level and mean of image. Out of these Euler
number plays an important role for that misclassification of
Gurumukhi script as Devanagari script. This is due to strokes
above headline (shirorekha) are more similar to the
Devanagari script.
In RF classifier script 1 which is originally Gurumukhi
script, misclassified as Tamil script. The reason behind this is
that the writing style, vertical strokes below that headline are
similar to Tamil script. Features like the mean of eccentricity
and amount of variability in the perimeter are responsible for
these misclassifications i.e. these features are very important
for classification with respect to random forest classifier.
Whereas LDA and k-NN are not taking too much importance
to those features, so they classified correctly.

9. Aspect ratio
The aspect ratio of an image is calculated by dividing the
width of the image with a height of the same image.
10. Euler Number
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows the evolution of individual features for RF and
the vertical profile, covariance, and horizontal profile
achieved the highest accuracy and lowest OOB error while
Euler number has the lowest accuracy but highest OOB error.
This graph shows the relation (app. inversely proportional)
between OOB and accuracy. Fig. 4 shows the results obtained
after integration of various features which are achieved
outrageous accuracy and moderate OOB error. H, V, and C in
the figure are horizontal, vertical projection profile and
covariance respectively. H, C, and V are obtained good
results independently. After integrating that features
evaluation time is increased but with respective accuracy is
not enhanced this clearly seen in this graph.

Table 1. shows some of the experimental results obtained for
Random Forest. The results obtained at various levels during
experimentation, some of them are mentioned here. OOB
error is also known as an out-of-bag estimation. This is a
method utilized for measuring the prediction error of random
forests tree ensemble. Out-of-bag estimates aid avoid the
need for an independent validation database. But often
underrate the actual performance enhancement and the finest
number of iterations [17]. Fig. 5 shows the OOB error rate of
RF classifier, which is 0.252 for 300 trees and a confusion
matrix having 81.8% accuracy for Indian scripts. Random
Forest can handle high dimension feature vector and data set,
reduce the variance and bias error and would not overfit
easily.
Table 1. Experimental Results Obtained for RF of Script
Identification

Fig. 3 Relation of features, accuracy and OOB error.

(a)

Features

Training/
Testing
Samples

OOB
error

Accuracy

Horizontal Profile, Vertical
Profile, Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter, Rectangularity

700/

0.54

54%

Horizontal Profile, Vertical
Profile, Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
Standard Deviation, Euler
Number, Entropy.

1000/

0.49

57%

Horizontal Profile, Vertical
Profile, Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter, Rectangularity, Gray
Level, Variance, DCT, and
DWT.

1000/

0.52

55%

Horizontal Profile, Vertical
Profile, Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
mean and mode of image,
covariance, kurtosis, Aspect
Ratio, correlation coefficient,
Moment.

800/

0.39

75%

Max and Standard Deviation of
Horizontal Profile and Vertical
Profile, Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
mean and mode of image,
covariance, kurtosis, Aspect
Ratio, correlation coefficient.

900/

0.37

79%

Max, Median, and Standard
Deviation of Horizontal Profile
and Vertical Profile, Area,
Eccentricity,
Perimeter,
Rectangularity, Open area,
kurtosis, Moment, Aspect
Ratio, Entropy, Correlation
Coefficient.

900/

0.252

81.8%

88

288

288

351

351

351

(b)
Fig. 4 Shows results after features integration. (a)
accuracy. (b) OOB error rate.
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A. Comparison of Classifiers
Table 2 shows the computation of accuracy for RF, SVM,
k-NN and LDA classifier using individual features. From
Horizontal profile, Vertical profile, DCT, and Covariance
features achieve high accuracy on the cost of high dimension
which increases the evaluation time and complexity. On the
other hand, after combining these high dimensional features
accuracy starts decreasing shown in Table 3 results 1 to 4.
Features like area, eccentricity, perimeter, normalized
moment have low dimension but give good accuracy as
compared to other features shown in table 2. In table 3 result
5 shows the combination of area, eccentricity, and perimeter
gives better results with low dimensionality.

(a)

handwritten script identification. To increase the
performance of RF classification algorithm may use 64% of
data for training and the remaining 36% for testing due to the
occurrence of OOB error rate which is 0.36. Variety in writer,
gender, profession, and age introduced unconstrained nature
in handwriting which is make script identification
challenging. Features like horizontal and vertical profile
projection and covariance achieved high accuracy separately.
But when integrated with other features accuracy decreases
and evaluation time increases due to the high dimensionality
of these features. And versatile nature like standard deviation
and maximum value of both profile are better for handwritten
script identification due to unconstrained nature.
Classifiers have certain limitation such as LDA is not
suitable for high dimension features. RF performs better in
high dimension features and nonlinear data. k-NN is unable
to identify the scripts which are not used during training.
SVM can perform better in low dimension and linear data.
Furthermore, image details (i.e. dimension, planes, color
format, etc.), classifier specifications, feature vector
dimension, etc. are important factors for efficient script
identification system. For line-wise segmentation, vertical
projection profile is not advantageous. But its standard
deviation and max value are most preferable for script
identification.
Table 2. Individual Evaluation of Features for Clarifiers

(b)
Fig. 5 (a) OOB error rate. (b) Confusion Matrix of RF
algorithm.
Table 3 shows the experimental results of various feature
selection and its corresponding accuracy obtained during this
study. Result number 10 shows proper feature selection to
obtain the high accuracy for all four classifiers i.e. 80.9%,
77.8%, 73.5%, and 65.5% for RF, SVM, k-NN and LDA
respectively and confusion matrix for these results shown in
Fig. 6. In that all classifiers, LDA gives lest accuracy due to
improper training. It has a limitation of dimensionality due to
covariance matrix phenomenon used for classification which
affects the training of the classifier. Form that all results
shown in table 2 and 3, we found that RF is much better than
other classifiers in case of dimensionality and time required
for evaluation. The number of scripts, the similarity between
various scripts, unconstrained nature (font, style, strokes,
etc.) of handwriting enhanced the complexity of the whole
system which affects the efficiency of the system.
V. CONCLUSION
The present work demonstrates the effectiveness of
different features and classifier algorithm (i.e. RF, SVM,
k-NN, LDA) integration from computer vision for Indian
Retrieval Number: B2322078219/19©BEIESP
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Features

RF

Moment

37.9

Horizontal Profile
Standard
deviation H

49

SVM

k-NN

LDA

31.1

38.7

24.2

46.7

43.6

19.9

21.1

20.5

19.4

47

41

29.9

22.8

24.5

23.6

16.5

18.2

12.8

20.2

25.9

18.5

29.3

24.5

26.2

20.8

20.8

17.1

20.8

20.8

18.2

42.2

41

26.2

15.4

14.8

12.3

40.7

50.1

33

35

42.5

29.6

47.3

54.1

41.9

21.1

15.4

20.2

20.8

20.8

17.1

14.5

11.4

14

37

29.9

36.8

21.7

Vertical Profile
Standard
deviation V

52.1

Rectangularity

17.4

Circularity

25.4

Aspect Ratio
Standard
Deviation

22.8

Variance

21.7

Covariance

50.4

Correlation

14.8

Area

50.7

Eccentricity

38.2

Perimeter

55.3

Kurtosis

24.5

Entropy

21.9

Euler Number

16

DCT

49.3

23.6

21.7

Finally, the majority voting technique adopts in RF
classifier enhanced the performance of the handwritten script
identification system.
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It obtained 81.8% accuracy and the OOB error rate of 0.252
with 73.11% of the training data by Random Forest. And
77.8%, 73.5%, and 65.5% accuracy is achieved in SVM,
k-NN and LDA classifiers respectively. Finally, for better
comparison and to improve the accuracy of the script
identification system required the standard database. So we
have to look towards this concern of creating a standard
database for further study and research.
Table 3. Comparison between classifiers
Features

RF

SVM

k-NN

LDA

Horizontal Profile,
Vertical Profile,
Covariance

54.1

45.3

41.9

29.1

Horizontal Profile,
Vertical Profile, DCT
Horizontal Profile,
Vertical Profile
Covariance, DCT

54.4

37.3

39

32.5

55.8

47.3

43.3

36.9

47

36.8

33.6

27.6

Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter,

69.8

63.2

64.1

45.9

Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
Circularity, kurtosis,
Moment, Aspect Ratio,
Entropy, Correlation
Coefficient, Moment,
Gray level, Mean of
Image
Rectangularity,
Circularity, kurtosis,
Moment, Aspect Ratio,
Entropy, Correlation
Coefficient, Euler
Number

77.5

72.6

73.5

59.5

72.9

63

70.7

54.1

Area, Eccentricity,
Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
Circularity, kurtosis,
Moment, Aspect Ratio,
Entropy, Correlation
Coefficient.

78.3

71.4

72.6

56.4

Max, Median, and
Standard Deviation of
Horizontal Profile and
Vertical Profile, Area,
Eccentricity, Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
Circularity, Open area,
kurtosis, Moment, Aspect
Ratio, Entropy, Euler
Number, Correlation
Coefficient.

80.9

76.1

72.9

65.5

Max,
Median,
and
Standard Deviation of
Horizontal Profile and
Vertical Profile, Area,
Eccentricity, Perimeter,
Rectangularity,
Circularity,
kurtosis,
Normalized
Moment,
Aspect Ratio, Euler
Number,
Correlation
Coefficient, Gray Level.

81.8

(a)

(b)

77.8
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73.8

(c)
Fig. 6 Confusion matrix of Classifier (a) SVM (b) k_NN
(c) LDA

64.1
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